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T

his issue of the Review presents readers with another diverting collection of essays, fiction,
and poetry. President Murray has shared his Inauguration Address with us, a document
that will certainly stand up as he adds to his years at GVSU. Ron Dwelle, a veteran at Grand
Valley (as well as of the waters of the Great Lakes), gives us a sample of his straight-ahead
approach to life and the lakes. The excerpt reprinted here is from his recent Summer Studies:
Retro Cruising on the Great Lakes.
New approaches to teaching and learning are the subjects of essays by faculty members
Mark Schaub, Kim Ranger, Denise Stephenson, and Sharon Preves. These authors all have
something important to say about teaching and learning, emphasizing contexts-international
and local.
Several of the poets around campus have come through again for us. Patricia Clark, Stephen
Margulis, Jim Persoon, and Kim Ranger have some excellent lyrics for our enjoyment. And
Jim Persoon has rustled up some work from a friend of his, Jim Daniels, a poet with a great
deal of national prominence. Daniels' two poems may have special meaning this time of year
for many in our academic community....
Bonnie Jo Campbell has become a writing friend of many on GVSU's campus-faculty and
students. She is a fiction writer living in Kalamazoo, Michigan. She has given campus readings
and has taught for the Department ofWriting at GVSU. "Celery Fields" appeared in Women
& Other Animals, published by University of Massachusetts Press in 1999.
Carol Kountz reviews two books that should interest every reader. Her support as an editor
and scribe helps with publication of the Review.
Finally, if you haven't already noticed, this issue comes packed with a surprise. At the back of
the journal is a music CD. This recording is of the GVSU Faculty Jazz Trio from their October
2001 concert in Louis Armstrong Theatre. Kurt Ellenberger, Director of]azz Studies at GVSU,
has offered much generous support in helping me to prepare this music and the accompanying
notes for publication. Kurt is the leader of this trio that offers up here a wonderful set of jazz
tunes. His trio is accompanied by very accomplished guests wielding trumpet and saxophone.
The result is a live mix of standards and originals, sure to have you swinging all the way home
from work .... A big thanks to the faculty jazz trio: Kurt, Dave Spring (bass), and Derico
Watson (drums)-and certainly to their guests as well, Bob Fazecash (trumpet) and Daniel
Jordan (saxophones).
I look forward to reading submissions for the fall issue. You may send them directly to my office
in 147 LSH. A call for new work, a description of upcoming journal themes, and deadlines may
be found at www.gvsu.edu/royerd/gvreview.
-Dan Royer
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